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Stuart Wilde had an engaging way of looking at all of life, and expressing his opinion openly. This

book is an interview with the master himself. I wish I could have known him personally! What a

character! In any case, his unique perspectives are entertaining, and this is a must for Stuart fans. I

feel like he's sitting next to me when I read this! If you are a Stuart critic, this book is not for you.

Fabulous book but I love Wilde!

not what I was expecting.

What can I say its Stewie !!!! Read Him you wont regret it.

Eight days after order has been placed, and the items are not even shipped by this seller. Very

disappointed at the service. At this point, I regret my purchase.

Anyone who has the opportunity must read all this man's books. He is one of the best metaphysical

teachers of all time. Don't mistake his humor for frivolity; he knows his stuff, and it is expressed

through his writing and teachings. Through his teachings I finally was able to understand the nature



of the Universal Law, and have since manifested wonderful things in my life. This book is a gem of a

book in that it contains many of his unique and profound spiritual perceptions. It's a part of my

permanent collection of favorite books. Review written and submitted by Eddie Coronado, author of

the .com book titled "Manifest Your Millions: A Lottery Winner Shares his Law of Attraction Secrets"

This book is not for those who have read most of its books, since it is basically a summary of the

many issues in which Mr. Wilde have rendered its opinions and perceptions. Nevertheless, if you

have found contradictions of some of its ideas, he makes a good effort to simplify a little more what

he have said before so that those doubts are brought on the open for discussion.I just regret that in

some chapters, the system of questions and answers lacks continuity and seem too prepared so it

feels that the answer was written before the questions was posed.

Stuart Wilde has always had a unique viewpoint of esoteric subjects in general. His perspective of

"the path", as it is known, shows that the gurus were right all along when they said that you can

reach enlightenment by throwing out the "cookbook" of yoga teachings and go by intuition alone.

Another book with the same type of outlook is "Next: A Poetic Odyssey" by Lee Frank.
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